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Abstract. Statistical institutes are focusing on variety of data sources from traditional surveys to big-data. Many of these data
and concepts can be expressed as crisp values. But many other data cannot be expressed by precise values. In order to collect,
store and manage the fuzziness in data we have adapted the fuzzy meta model as an extension of traditional relational database.
Furthermore, experts’ knowledge often contains vagueness and subjectivity. If we store this knowledge in a fuzzy database we
can build knowledge management systems capable to cope with fuzziness. Statistical institutes cooperate in the data exchange.
We have briefly discussed a simple way of extending the SDMX standard to cope with the fuzzy data in a way that does not
influence exchanging precise values. Our research was focused on examining promising ways for managing fuzziness of real
world because statistical institutes have been starting to analyze variety of promising data sources where not all data are always
precise.
Keywords: Fuzziness of real world, fuzzy data in relational databases, knowledge management, data exchange by SDMX

1. Introduction
Nowadays, statistical institutes are launching traditional surveys but they are also looking for a variety of promising alternative data sources [1–3,6,25,31].
Many data are vague and imprecise (fuzzy) either by
their nature, e.g. environmental data [33], or caused by
non-ideal measuring [23]. The fuzziness is amplified
when both types appear. Furthermore, many respondents’ opinions either in surveys or on social networks
are vague and imprecise. We could say that the values of attributes are not always known with the sufficient precision to justify the use of traditional relational
databases to store them. Furthermore, calculations and
results could be different when we do not neglect fuzziness in this data [11,15].
The same holds true for collecting, storing and managing information in knowledge management systems.
Knowledge collected by experts often contains ele∗ Corresponding author: Miroslav Hudec, Faculty of Economic
Informatics, University of Economics in Bratislava, Dolnozemska
cesta 1, 852 35 Bratislava, Slovakia. Tel.: +421 267295198; E-mail:
miroslav.hudec@euba.sk.

ments of uncertainty [26]. This information should
be considered in knowledge base management systems and recommender systems [8,20,35]. It especially
holds true for institutions where significant fluctuation
of staff is recognized. Such institutions could be national and international statistical institutes.
Our objective is to create extension to existing relational database systems allowing efficiently storing
and re-using fuzzy data related to official statistics. Full
fuzzy database approaches [12] are sophisticated, but
we see a lack of practical applications and tools [30].
On the other hand, relational databases are broadly
used due to sound methodology, available CASE tools,
vast literature and variety of relational database management systems. Hence, adding fuzziness into the
relational databases is a promising way [16,17,30].
Working with fuzzy data has opened the problem of
exchanging fuzzy data in a standardized way. We have
also touched the problem of exchanging fuzzy data by
the SDMX standard.
Even though the fuzziness is closely related to phenomena in social sciences and business, the mathematics of fuzzy logic is mainly applied in engineering systems and computer science [22]. Thanks to this trend,
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engineering systems continue to be more and more sophisticated and powerful. We could reach the same in
social sciences and official statistics, if we efficiently
support them by fuzzy logic. Hence, we should not neglect these facts.
In order to meet the aforementioned aims, the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains some
occurrences of fuzziness in the real world. Section 3
briefly explains fuzzy sets theory. Section 4 is devoted to managing fuzzy data in relational databases.
Section 5 opens a question of possible adaptation of
SDMX to exchange fuzzy information. Section 6 discusses way for minimizing impact of fuzziness on relational databases and SDMX. Section 7 speculates
about building knowledge management systems supported by fuzzy logic. Finally, Section 8 concludes this
paper.

2. Fuzziness in the real world
Statistical institutions are focusing on variety of
data sources [32]: traditional surveys, administrative
sources [5,10], alternative sources [6] (sensors [25],
mobile positioning data [1,2], and social networks [31]
among others) which measure development in the society and people’s opinions about this development [3].
Many of these data and concepts can be expressed as
sharp (crisp) numbers or clear expressions of natural
language. But in the real world many other concepts
cannot be expressed by precise values. Zadeh [36] expressed this fact as do not know rationale. It means that
the values of attributes are not known with the sufficient precision to justify the use of traditional methods
of numerical computing or to justify the use of traditional databases to store this data. In practice (ether in
technical or social) we are not able to always precisely
measure attribute’s values of surveyed entities [23].
When data are vague, imprecise and ambiguous the
uncertainty is not based on randomness, it cannot be
presented as a crisp value. This type of uncertainty is
called fuzziness [38] i.e. uncertainty in the semantic
meaning of the analysed phenomena.
Many data are fuzzy either by their nature, caused by
the tolerance level of instruments used for measuring,
or as a result of respondents’ estimation. For example
“environmental data, quality of life data and measurements of continuous one-dimensional quantities cannot be adequately expressed by crisp numbers” [33].
A good example of the first type is the flooded level
marked on a wall [16] illustrated in Fig. 1. Where ex-

Fig. 1. Level of flood as a fuzzy set.

actly to measure this value in order to ensure that similar buildings will be similarly treated? By fuzzy data
(right side in Fig. 1) we can avoid this problem. Values
lower than m clearly states the full flood of a particular
house, values greater than b clearly states that no flood
was observed and values between m and b express intensity of flooding. Values closer to m from the right
side have higher membership degree. We could easily
imagine limitation of traditional data query or expert
system (if level is > 90 cm then. . . ). Value of 89 cm
and 91 cm will be treated differently, even though their
difference is questionable.
Further, we should keep in mind that the measurement made by a measuring instrument is usually approximate due to the tolerance interval [23]. It means
that the precise value is somewhere in the (small) interval [a, b], i.e. μ(x) = 1 for x ∈ [a, b], where μ(x)
is function expressing belonging of element x to the
interval.
People measure (guess) values often by estimation e.g. in questions related to the frequency of doing something during a year. For example, someone
could declare that he/she used product approximately
90 days but for sure not less than 75 and not more than
100 days. Furthermore, respondents often estimate answers to the open-ended questions. In addition, it could
be useful to allow skilled interviewers to remark relevance of answers or the credibility of surveyed person
(intensity of record’s belonging to a relational table).
Another example is expressing staff knowledge
about solving tasks and how to find appropriate solutions for new tasks which are similar to some of the
recorded ones [26]. Similarity of task and collected information is under consideration in the fuzzy recommender systems [13,20].
Hence, the following question arises: Why we
should manage fuzzy data? We could just select one
crisp value as a representative of measured value. It
could cause the different treatment of similar entities [11,14,15].
This paper is not focused on searching for fuzzy data
in variety of sources. The paper is rather dedicated to
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(a) Triangular fuzzy set
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(b) Trapeziodal fuzzy set

Fig. 3. Illustration of possibility function.
(c) L fuzzy set

(d) R fuzzy set

(e) Singleton fuzzy set

Fig. 2. Fuzzy sets.

managing fuzzy data in databases and data exchange.
Our assumption is that relational databases (databases
which are widely used) are able to manage traditional
crisp data as well as fuzzy data in the same way.
In order to meet this goal, we have been worked on
fuzzy relational database model. The next section explains theory of fuzzy set required for developing and
using relational databases to manage fuzzy data.

3. Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic in brief
The fuzzy set theory [37] provides a robust framework for systematically handling uncertainty based on
fuzziness. In the fuzzy set theory belonging to a set is
a matter of degree. A fuzzy set A over the universe of
discourse X is defined by membership function μA (x)
that matches each element of the universe of discourse
X with its membership degree to the set A in the following way:
μA (x) : X → [0, 1]

(1)

Each fuzzy set (usually expressed by linguistic term)
is defined by one membership function. Concepts like
medium value or value close to m, where m is a
real number are expressed by triangular or trapezoidal
fuzzy sets (Figs 2a and 2b respectively). Small value
(decreasing) is expressed by L fuzzy set (Fig. 2c)
whereas high value (increasing) is explained by linear

gamma (R) fuzzy set (Fig. 2d). Finally, we should consider sharp value of fuzzy data as singleton fuzzy set
(Fig. 2e) and not as a crisp value. The reason for this
decision is explained later on.
During the work with fuzzy data we need to compare fuzzy value with a fuzzy concept. For this purpose
we can use possibility and necessity measures or the
comparison operator [11]. The last one produces fuzzy
set as a result. Therefore, we should add the defuzzification step. Possibility that the fuzzy value B belongs
to a fuzzy concept A is defined as [11] (Fig. 3):
Poss(B, A) = sup [t(A(x), B(x))]
x∈X

(2)

where X is a universe of disclosure and t is a tnorm [19]. In practice, usually minimum t-norm is
used:
tmin = min(A(x), B(x))

(3)

The possibility measure gets value from the [0, 1] interval. Figure 3 shows possibility that fuzzy value pollution about 30 μg belongs to the concept high pollution.
Value approximately 30 could be expressed as crisp
value 30, interval or triangular fuzzy set. In case of
crisp value, similar entities are not always adequately
treated [15]. The difference between interval and fuzzy
number is shown in Fig. 4. Values near edges of the
interval belong to the interval in a same way as values situated in the middle of the interval. Therefore, we
should carefully create intervals. In a fuzzy way values near the edges of fuzzy set belong to the set with
significantly lower degree than values in the middle. It
means that values of a and b (Fig. 2a) do not influence
solution in the same way as edges (IL , IH , Fig. 4) of
intervals. Hence, entities having values p1 and p2 are
indistinguishable in the interval (both belong to the interval), whereas these entities are clearly distinguishable in fuzzy set (different membership degrees).
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Table 1
Basic model
id
1
2
3
4

Fig. 4. Interval and fuzzy data.

If we have condition like attribute A is near 30 and
attribute b is near 50 and attribute c is medium then
membership degrees in all fuzzy sets ensures natural
way of sorting results. The and connective is expressed
by t-norms [19]. Therefore, we do not need to calculate
distance to the middle of interval to properly sort all
records.

4. Fuzzy data in relational databases
Collected data are usually stored in databases.
Broadly used databases are relational ones. Therefore,
this section is focused on adjusting relational databases
to cope with fuzzy data.
4.1. Preliminaries
The existing papers in this field are either focused
on theoretical aspects clearly stating that future design
of databases should not neglect the fact that many data
are fuzzy [33] or on complex fuzzy database models
and solutions.
Concerning fuzzy databases, two main approaches:
possibility based models and similarity based models
were developed. In the former approach all the knowledge about values of an attribute A (defined in the domain D) of an entity x (record or row in a database) can
be represented by the possibility distribution π A (x) on
the domain D [12,27]. In the later approach a fuzzy

attribute 1
Small
Medium
Small
High

attribute 2
551
296
535
125

...

m
0.85
1
0.75
0.25

relation is defined as a subset of an attribute domain.
Several similar values of an attribute explain particular
entity [12,24]. The GEFRED model [21] is a synthesis
of above explained models. It is based on generalized
fuzzy domain of an attribute and generalized fuzzy relationships between database tables.
These models are sophisticated in order to cope with
fuzziness in attributes as well as in relationships. However, they lack broad real applications due to the complicated structure and the lack of available tools like for
traditional relational databases [30]. In the real world
we can find many situations where relationships between entities are crisp, but only values of several attributes are fuzzy. In this case the adaptation of traditional relational databases is a rational option.
4.2. Fuzziness in traditional relational databases
The significant limitation for managing fuzzy data
is the first normal form. This form declares that in
the database cell only atomic value can be stored [7].
For crisp numeric values it is the optimal way. On the
other hand, fuzzy values contain several parameters
and therefore, they should be stored in a different way
to satisfy the requirements of the first normal form and
other integrity rules.
4.2.1. Basic model
This is the simplest way for including fuzziness. A
relational table is extended with the column expressing
intensity of belonging to the relation for each record.
An illustrative example is in Table 1.
The benefit is the simple structure. Just one attribute
(column m in Table 1) is added. The domain of this
attribute is the (0, 1] interval. The interval is open from
the left side, because adding rows which do not belong
to a relation does not have any sense. For instance, this
way allows skilled interviewers to remark relevance of
answers or the credibility of surveyed person.
The main drawback is the lack of more deep information related to fuzziness. We are not sure whether is
uncertainty related to the whole record or to the particular attribute(s). For example, if we do not have documentation from the cadastre, then the attribute age of
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Fig. 5. Fuzzy meta model adjusted from [29].
Table 2
Flexible query on basic model
id
1
3

attribute 1
Small
Small

attribute 2
551
535

µattr.2
1
0.70

m
0.85
0.75

µquery
0.85
0.70

building can be vague (e.g. estimated according to the
specific architectonical elements).
Data retrieving is a relatively simple task. In case of
crisp query (e.g. attribute 1 = “small”) value m show
us the intensity of belonging to a query for each selected record. In this case belonging to a query cannot
be higher than belonging to a relation. We can also use
column m in a query condition (e.g. select rows significantly belonging to a relation).
Flexible SQL query conditions [17,24] can be straightforwardly added to this model. Let us have flexible
condition where attribute 2 is high and let the term high
is defined as fuzzy set with parameters a = 500 and
b = 550 (Fig. 2d). The intensity to satisfying query is
calculated by t-norm function (3) between satisfying
the query condition and belonging to a relation in the
way shown in Table 2.
4.2.2. Fuzzy meta model
Each fuzzy data is represented by membership function (usually several parameters, except for the single-

ton fuzzy set – Fig. 2e). If these parameters are stored
in a way that requirements for normality and integrity
are satisfied, then we can manage fuzzy data in a relational database. The solution for this idea is the fuzzy
meta model which manages fuzzy data and links to the
relational tables of real entities [16,29,30]. Real entities and their crisp attributes are stored in relational tables in the usual way. Therefore, this way does not affect attributes containing only precise values. Collecting, storing, updating and retrieving this attributes remains the same as without the fuzzy meta model.
The fuzzy meta model is shown in Fig. 5 [29]. Two
main tables are is_fuzzy stating which attributes in
each table are fuzzy and fuzzy_link which is related
to the attribute in relational model of real entities. Table fuzzy_type allows us to express type of fuzzy set
for each record (triangular, trapezoidal, linguistic term,
etc.). Each fuzzy value is represented by membership
function. For example, the table trapezoidal has the
following attributes (fuzzy_id, a, m1, m2, b) in order to
manage storing trapezoidal fuzzy data (Fig. 2b). Opinions could be expressed by linguistic terms e.g. very
low, low, medium, high and very high. When respondents cannot explicitly state which linguistic term is
the most suitable they tend to express answer as e.g.
more medium than low which can be expressed by
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Fig. 6. Model for storing fuzzy data of territorial units in relational database.

membership degrees [14]. If we would like to store uncertainty about flooded level (Fig. 1), then the choice
is L fuzzy set (Fig. 2c) where parameters m and b have
the same meaning as in Fig. 1.
The idea of fuzzy meta model [29] is demonstrated
on the statistics related to the buildings and territorial units because this statistics contains traditional attributes and moreover, variety of big-data can be related to territorial units such as opinions on social networks, climatic conditions, pollutions, data from positioning mobile devices, energy consumption. Logical model of this, for illustrative purpose, statistical
database is shown in Fig. 6.
In the table territory attributes pollution and opinion on social networks (opinion_sn) do not store real
values but foreign keys to the respective tables where
real values are stored as fuzzy. The same holds for the
attributes age and flooded in the table building. Other
attributes are stored as crisp values in the relational tables of entities. In this way relational database is ca-

pable to store crisp and fuzzy data and meet integrity
rules.

4.2.3. Storing new records and retrieving existing
ones
Storing new records in the database is explained by
the following pseudo code [16]:
check whether attribute appears in table
is_fuzzy;
if attribute is fuzzy then
generate ID for foreign key;
check acceptable fuzzy sets for the attribute
and offer them in a combo box;
according to selected type of fuzzy set
provide input boxes for parameters;
verify input values and store them in
relevant tables;
else
allow storing crisp value for attribute;
end if
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Fig. 7. Data in fuzzy relational database.

The size of stored data is affected by number of
fuzzy attributes (columns) and types of fuzzy sets. In
the extreme situation all n numeric attributes (excluding primary keys) for all m entities are fuzzy of trapezoidal form. Therefore, in this case the size of database
is 9(m · n) [16]. Anyway, user should carefully decide which attributes should be stored as fuzzy and in
which form. Keeping in mind this deduction, we can
say that the size of fuzzy relational database can be significantly lower than this extreme situation. The relational instance of a fuzzy relational database is shown

in Fig. 7.
From the tables shown in Fig. 7 we can easily reconstruct all fuzzy as well as crisp data. Building 1 belongs
to the territory 1, size is 150 m2 , age is about 150 years
but for sure not lower than 140 and not higher than
160, building was flooded in a way that under 90 cm
wall was definitely wet and above 105 cm was definitely dry. Pollution in territory 1 is about 40 mg of
measured pollutant but for sure not lower than 35 mg
and not higher than 45 mg. Opinion about this territory
on social networks is rather positive.
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Because data are stored in a relational database, classical SQL queries, fuzzy queries as well as more sophisticated approaches such as summaries from the
data [14] can be used. In processes of retrieving by
queries we have to calculate intensity of belonging to
the query when condition and/or queried attribute are
fuzzy. In flexible queries membership degrees or possibility and necessity functions are used, among others [11]. These functions allows us to calculate how
fuzzy data e.g. pollution about 30 mg belongs to the
concept e.g. high pollution. It is useful in querying, disseminating and data processing.
4.2.4. Including fuzziness into the existing databases
Adding fuzziness into a relational database could be
straightforwardly realized anytime. In case of fuzzifying database which already contains data firstly, we
have to decide which attributes will be collected as
fuzzy. For example, after several years of using traditional database we have recorded many complaints
about measuring values and therefore, managing financial compensations related to floods and pollution. If
we have the following rule managing knowledge related to financial support:
if flooded level is > 100 cm and pollution > 50 mg
then provide 5 000
then the limitation of sharp rule and sharp data is clear.
Measured value of 98.5 cm and 49.5 mg cause no financial support whereas values of 101 cm and 50.5 mg
cause full support. To avoid this drawback we can create the following rules:
if flooded level is between 80 and 100 cm and pollution is between 35 and 50 mg then provide 2 500
if flooded level is > 100 cm and pollution > 50 mg
then provide 5 000
etc.
but we have only mitigated strong jump into the less
strong one. In order to improve our knowledge of this
problem we could decide to record fuzziness in attributes and use flexible rules in a way:
if flooded level is high and pollution is high then
provide high financial support
Intensities of belonging of fuzzy data into fuzzy concepts influence the intensity of financial support by one
simple rule. An example of managing fuzzy rules on
municipal statistics database can be found in [18].
When attributes flooded and pollution are converted
into the fuzzy ones, the previously collected data are

migrated to fuzzy data of singleton type. A unique
value is generated to replace data in the entity’s table
with the foreign key. These keys point to the table singleton where we can find real value migrated from the
relational table of entities. At this point the database is
ready to manage fuzzy data for new data collections.

5. Fuzzy data in standards for data exchange
Another interesting question is the exchange of uncertain data and information among statistical organizations if needed. SDMX standard is widely used for
exchange of aggregated data [4,9]. The experimental
tool [28] has shown that SDMX can be also used in
managing micro data. If institutes would like to exchange fuzzy data, then we could slightly improve
SDMX standard.
If we drew analogy between model explained in
Figs 5 and 6 and the SDMX standard [9], then it implies that we could add attribute informing about fuzziness on the measurement level. Definitions of dimensions are not affected by fuzziness. Information related to fuzziness could be linked on the observation
level explaining whether value is precise or fuzzy (e.g.
OBS_TYPE = “P” or OBS_TYPE = “F”).
Therefore, on the measurement level we should add
tag which informs users whether the measured variable
contains fuzzy information. Further, for each observation we should add tags explaining type of fuzzy information (fuzzy set) and parameters of fuzzy set. Currently, these tags does not exist but they construction
could be possible if institutions create consensus for
using fuzzy data. An illustrative example of possible
tags is as follows:
<sts_c: series ...................Metadata............. >
<sts_c: Obs TIME_PERIOD = “2012”
OBS_VALUE = “583” OBS_STATUS = “A”
OBS_TYPE = “P”>
<sts_c: Obs TIME_PERIOD = “2012”
OBS_VALUE = “1101” OBS_STATUS =
“A” OBS_TYPE = “F”>
<sts_c: Obs_Detail ID = “1101”
FUZZY_TYPE = “Trian”
OBS_VALUE_A = “35”
OBS_VALUE_M = “40”
OBS_VALUE_B = “45”>
</sts_c: series>
The OBS_TYPE tag says whether value is precise
(P) or fuzzy (F). We could arrange that if this tag does
not exist, then the value is by default precise. It ensures
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full compatibility with the current SDMX structure. If
OBS_TYPE is F, then the OBS_VALUE tag is not a
value but is a key for the next sublevel where fuzzy
value is explained. Analogously holds for storing fuzzy
data into relational database (Figs 6, 7). In our illustrative SDMX example the second row contains fuzzy
data expressed as triangular fuzzy sets by parameters
a = 35, m = 40 and b = 45. In the same way textual
data such as opinions and their intensities (Fig. 7) can
be modelled. Comparing this code with Figs 5 and 7
we can conclude that conversion from relational table
to SDMX and opposite can be realized.

6. Discussion
In Sections 4 and 5 we have explained possibilities
for storing and exchanging fuzzy data. Suggested approach does not force statistical institutions to work
with fuzzy data. In the future more and more data will
be interesting for official statistics. We could expect
that not all data expressing some aspects of the real
world can be forced to be crisp without loss of relevant
information.
We would like to emphasize that a fuzzy meta model
can be added to the existing database anytime, either
for new attributes or existing ones. In case of existing attributes, previously collected data can be transformed by simple procedures. It does not affect attributes which remain to be collected as sharp values.
Fuzzy meta model can be realized in any relational
database management system.
Concerning new SDMX tags, the prerequisite is mutual agreement in the SDMX consortium to build these
tags in a way that managing precise values in SDMX
format is not affected. If no fuzzy data is in exchange
we can just omit tags explaining fuzzy data. Currently,
this is not a hot topic. But in the future, we could expect large variety of data from different sources. Moreover, issues explained on illustrative attributes (Section
2) could appear for many other attributes.

7. Knowledge systems in relational databases
supported by fuzzy logic
Fuzzy data and fuzzy rules could significantly support knowledge base management systems. Knowledge about entities and managing rules can be expressed by natural language. Let us consider database
rows as cases and columns expressing values (terms)
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of relevant attributes. If new case for which we do
not know the solution appears, we can search for most
similar cases in a database [8,11,26]. In a traditional
database we can detect whether two rows contain the
same values. But when values are vague, subjective
and imprecise (as is usual with knowledge) then finding most similar rows is not an easy task by traditional tools. Fortunately, fuzzy logic provides variety
of approaches like fuzzy functional dependencies, conformance between attributes, similarity between their
values, flexible implications and variety of aggregations. Some of these functions were applied in new
approach for calculating fuzzy functional dependencies [34]. The future task will be experimenting on the
data and knowledge base related to the public administration and statistics.
Another direction is building flexible recommender
systems [13,20,35]. These approaches for official statistics might be promising but further research is definitely required. For the collecting experts’ opinions
and vague information we could use aforementioned
fuzzy meta model. However, if the requirements for
managing more complex types of fuzziness appear,
then approaches such as similarity based models or
GEFRED should be applied.

8. Conclusion
It should not be neglected that many data of statistical interest are fuzzy. We cannot always force them
to be expressed as sharp values without loss of relevant information. Furthermore, crisp values cannot be
always ideally measured or estimated. Therefore, we
need an efficient way for storing and re-using these values in variety of analyses. Considering that, our work
was focused on managing fuzzy data in traditional relational databases, because these database systems are
widely used.
The task has been solved by adding tables (fuzzy
meta model) and creating relevant validation rules.
Each fuzzy data is represented by a set of parameters of respective membership function. Number of
fuzzy attributes and types of fuzzy sets affects the
size of database. Anyway, users could reasonably decide which attributes should be managed as fuzzy and
which should remain to be crisp.
Knowledge base management systems are based on
experts’ knowledge and data. The former is often expressed by vague terms. The later cannot be always
sharp value. Hence, fuzzy databases could be a suit-
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able support tool for knowledge management and recommendation systems.
Nowadays, statistical institutes are focusing interest
on variety of sources from traditional surveys to bigdata. In addition, statistical institutes are highly cooperating in exchanging data and metadata. For exchanging data and metadata the SDMX standard has been
created. We have discussed a way for extending SDMX
to cope with fuzzy data in a way that exchange of precise data is not influenced.
To summarize, we have not discussed a final software tool but rather promising concepts for coping
with the fuzziness of real word.
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